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OUR SAND2-DAY SEALING OUR SEALERS

Cyclone locks in a clean, natural look

with a matte finish. It will protect the

surface from a variety of contaminants

and makes cleaning and maintenance

easier.

Cyclone

Hurricane CAT 5 is the ultimate in 2-part

sealers made with a new generation

urethane providing ultra-durability

surface protection. It provides the

deepest color enhancement with gloss

finish using T3 True Tone Technology.

It has an added antifungal that protects

the sealer film from mold, moss and

algae. Our most popular sealer and

available in semi-gloss and high-gloss.

Hurricane Category 5

Break Wall is a high performance

silane/siloxane blend that protects the

surface from water penetration, salt &

freeze/thaw damage. Its advanced

reactive chemistry provides excellent

surface protection. Break Wall is a water

based invisible penetrating sealer.

Break Wall

Trident joint sand is the ideal choice

when replacing old, dirty and washed-

out joint sand from a segmental

pavement system. Trident's clean kiln

dried joint sand meets ASTM-C144

gradation which is more stable in the

paver joints and ensures long term

performance of the segmental system.

For optimal performance and

appearance, Trident joint sand paired

with a Trident joint stabilizing sealer

provides the stability needed to keep

segmental systems from shifting due to

wear and tear and will resist weed growth

and ant/insect infestation. Available

colors: tan, gray, fieldstone, platinum

and black,

The first step in prepping for paver

sealing is to treat for efflorescence. It's a

powdery deposit of salts often visible on

the surface of concrete, brick, stucco, or

natural stone surfaces. It occurs when

water leaves behind salt deposits on the

masonry surface.

Step 1: Efflorescence Treatment

The next step is to apply our multi-

purpose cleaner designed specifically for

pavers. We will never use bleach when

cleaning or prepping pavers to be sealed.

Step 2: All Purpose Cleaner

Once the cleaners have had time to do

their work, the next step is to surface

clean using commercial grade

equipment. This helps remove old sand

while cleaning pavers in the process.

Step 3: Surface Clean Pavers

Trident's clean kiln dried joint sand

meets ASTM-C144 gradation which is

more stable in the paver joints and

ensures long term performance of the

segmental system. You choose your

color!

Step 4: Re-Sand Paver Joints

Once your surface has dried completely

we'll be back to seal your pavers with the

seal chosen for your project!

Step 5: Seal Pavers (Day 2)


